Influencer Hot Sheet

Influencers are people who have a very similar audience as you. They may write books in the same genre, but if so, their story should also have a common interest (e.g. seafaring adventures), theme (e.g. surviving domestic violence), or special element (e.g. takes place during WW II) as yours does. For example, if you write romances about a heroine that is crazy about martial arts and this factors heavily into the storyline, you likely want to find influencers who also write romances featuring martial arts, or something very similar.

Influencers can also be non-authors, too. A popular blogger who writes about martial arts for women, an organization that focuses on women athletes (especially martial arts), forums for women’s martial arts and self defense…any of these may also provide a direct line to your audience. First, let’s first look at authors. Answer the questions below for as many Influencers as you wish.

What books are a lot like mine? HINT: Try Yasiv. (Type in the name of your novel like I did. This is essentially a visualization of Amazon’s “also boughts”)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Which authors of the above books sell well (high amazon rankings), have a strong platform (online visibility), and have good engagement with their target audience (popular, lots of interactions)?

1. __________________
2. __________________
3. __________________
4. __________________
5. __________________

INFLUENCER PROFILE:

Author’s Name: __________________
Website/Blog URL: __________________

What do they blog about? Look for interests, themes, & links that seem popular with this audience.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

How do they interact with their audience (ask questions, have discussions in comments)?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Do they guest post? (If so, make note of WHERE, as this may be a good lead for you, too.)
Twitter URL: _____________________________

What do they tweet about the most often (an interest that ties into their books, personal thoughts/life, links, something else?)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

How often do they promote?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

How do they promote (direct URL links, link to guest posts, website links, something else?)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

What tweets get the most engagement (@comments, RTs)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Facebook URL: _____________________________

What do they post about on their profile &/page? Look for interests, themes, links that seem popular with their audience.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

How often do they post (regular postings, in spurts, etc.) and do they interact with others? How?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Do they promote? If so, how often? Do people tune into these posts (likes, shares, etc. or no?)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Instagram URL: __________________________

What pictures do they like to post—personal? A book tie-in interest? Something else? Is there a pattern to the posts that seem the most popular (lots of comments and likes)?

____________________________________________________________________________________

How often do they promote? Do they artistically display their book images in a “themed” manner that ties into the book’s topic?

____________________________________________________________________________________

Other URLs for Social Media they are active on (Pinterest, Snapchat, etc.) and details to note about their interaction on this network:

____________________________________________________________________________________

Is this author active on Goodreads or Library thing (as in they actively join groups & chat, answer questions, etc.?)

____________________________________________________________________________________

When you Google this influencer by name or book title, do any interesting URLs come up (sites that mention this author’s books, review sites, interviews, fan groups, forums, guest posts?) Make note of them here as they may be leads for you as well:

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Based on what you’ve noted, which social media network/s seem like the best place/s to engage with this person? (These networks are also where your shared audience hangs out, too!)

____________________________________________________________________________________

How can you start a relationship with this Influencer (or strengthen an existing one)?

☐ ➢ Ask to interview them on your blog

☐ ➢ Host a Twitter Chat with the author (either an interview or something about both your books & their shared theme/common interest/element)
➢ Tweet the author’s links & information and @ the author

➢ Write a review and post it, letting the author know you’ve done so

➢ Engage with them on Facebook or another network for chit chat and fun

➢ Send a personal note introducing yourself, letting them know you’ve read their books (make sure you have!) and that you admire them and would love to know if there’s anything you can do to help with their visibility as you have a similar audience (Give first!)

➢ Link to the author’s website, books, guest posts they have written or share other links that feature them which will appeal to your shared audience (again, give first, and @ them on social media so they know you’re supporting them)

➢ Ask if you can help with an upcoming launch

➢ Comment on their blog

➢ Like and comment on their twitter/Facebook/Instagram posts

➢ Re-pin items from their Pinterest board

➢ Suggest a collaborative marketing event or partnership

➢ Something else: ______________________________________________________________________

OTHER INFLUENCERS:

To connect and build authentic relationships with other non-author influencers, ask yourself: what does this person or community need? What will they find valuable or helpful? How can I contribute? How can I show I am not just in this relationship for my own gain? Remember, think about what you can give, not what you can take. Most people naturally want to pay it forward.

Once you define who they are below, answer the same questions I’ve posed in this handout for an author/influencer. ☺

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

TIP: Read this post:

How to Find & Reach Out to Influencers
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WHAT IS A WRITERS HELPING WRITERS® DESCRIPTIVE THESAURUS?

Have you ever had a critique partner or editor suggest you need to show, not tell? Angela Ackerman and Becca Puglisi have, which is why the two set out to learn as much as possible about showing and telling, and how to master both. To help others, they created the Writers Helping Writers Thesaurus series, where they dive deep into an area of description and provide comprehensive lists of specific details that will help writers bring that element alive on the page.

These bestselling guides have sold over half a million copies, are available in many different languages, and are used by writers and editors all over the world. Maybe they can help you, too.

MASTER STORYTELLING AT ONE STOP FOR WRITERS®

Writing is hard work, which is why Becca, Angela, and their partner Lee Powell (the creator of Scrivener for Windows), want to make it easier. Meet One Stop for Writers, a powerful creative library packed with tools that help you write stronger stories faster. A few of the resources you’ll find at your fingertips:

The largest Description Database available to writers, providing infinite ways to describe character emotions, motivations, personality traits, emotional wounds, physical features, talents and skills, symbolism, settings, weather, and more

A hyper-intelligent Character Builder that makes it easy to explore a character’s deeper layers, helping you build a strong, fascinating story cast in half the time

A Character Arc Blueprint that identifies key pieces of character information that will shape your story, giving you a map to work from as you write

Story Map, Scene Map, & Timeline tools to demystify story structure and make novel planning a snap

Worksheets, innovative Idea Generators, Worldbuilding Surveys, and much more!

Ready to spend less time staring at the screen and more time crafting incredible fiction? Visit One Stop for Writers and activate the free trial (no credit card needed). It’s time to elevate your storytelling and change the writing game in your favor.